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big fundraising Health Workshop

family, friends and fun ones, we were
re. We talked and laugh and raised our
. We all tried the healthy bread and
umped for the butter and jam, I also
few forbidden cappuccino’s. The tables
d sensational, everyone did their very
there were pink ones and blue
and green ones and purple.
k most people where from the area
ere are some that drove a long
we really appreciate that. I met
members that was just a name
ut a face, I’m glad I got the chance
nnect with the person. Great thanks
ryone for making this a lovely day.

176 Nkwe Roa
Tierpoort

nk that was the end of the speech, sorry to disappoint. I always have more to say. Madelaine, Ronel and Magda, tha
the hard work and inspiring facts that you brought to our lazy minds. I do want to share with you some of these help
hat I remember. Coffee slow down your gut, so instead of 7 cups a day, do only one, please! Cheese is very bad for yo
ways look out for products that says GMO, stay away. Try and replace any oil with coconut oil, good for skin and hair.
all it was a lovely day, enjoy the photos.

Investigations

lican Police is looking for a
t connecting to a case that is classified.
ne sees a person with this tattoo,
report it as soon as possible. It is not
ar if the person
e or female.

did you
Shaun?

More criminal activities

A heap of narcotic substances were foun
a shack on a property that we can’t reve
the moment because of the children invo
Detective Che and Funeka from the Pelic
Police is shocked at the amount of drugs
close to the Workshop, but they are also
pleased that they found it just in time to
it from spreading. One ingredient, called
chocolate, is highly toxic and can be very
harmful to anyone, even by just inhaling
Please be on the look out to avoid gettin
to this darkness.

Our extended family is doing
I said, the
@#$*#$
chicken just
pooped
on my foot.

A very much fun day

!! What a place, what a view.
g, canoeing, fun walking trails,
ls, swinging and ice-cream. I have
nce seen Shaun sitting that still
eing that quiet. Nice going Magda.

For this winter, Funeka choose two outfits that includes
tides, one with a soft dress-like
like top and a grey outfit for
warmer days.

ozelde and funeka love their jeans
er time. Funeka likes stripes
as for Lozelde, she just loves flowers.
e also picked some desiner jeans
furry over jacket.
hanks to our two fashion fundies
ring your wardrobes with us.
uck shopping!!

Lozelde pick
beautiful roun
ball on a thin
neglace.
Funeka prefe
more bulky lo
with a black a
silver neglace
matching brac

New
Lozelde has a new
facilitator, Cynthia.
We are a little bit
crazy and we don’t
hide it, but we are one
happy family.
Welcome to our
family.

e to think hard and long
a decision is made. Che is a
ndyman and always ready
ew things. Shaun is also
ith his hands, he is just
ring if he used enough glue.
Shaun, you sure did.

Love is still i
the air, I thi

Pelican of the month

Our Pelican of
the month goes
Kelly, for catchi
biggest fish.

OK then, the on
We are very jea
and very proud
you.
Keep your eyes open, a competition is coming up.

GO KELLY !!!

